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Is KELEA (kinetic energy limiting electrostatic
attraction) a source of chemical energy?
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Chemical reactions involve the exchange of energy between interactive molecules,
which result in the formation of different molecules. The first Law of Thermodynamics
stipulates that chemical reactions cannot create new energy. It follows, therefore, that
energy input is required in those chemical reactions in which the resulting molecules
have more intrinsic energy than the original interactive molecules. It has been assumed
that the formation of carbohydrates plus oxygen from relatively lower energy water
and carbon dioxide molecules is solely achieved by the transformation of sunlight
energy into chemical energy during photosynthesis. The chemical energy initially
incorporated into carbohydrates is transferrable to subsequent energy-requiring
chemical reactions. Sunlight energy is accordingly viewed as the originating energy in
the chemical synthesis of all carbon-based molecules present within living organisms,
some of which are subsequently consumed by other organisms as food. It is further
assumed that oxidative phosphorylation of consumed food provides the sole source of
cellular energy in animals and humans. Recent studies have identified an additional
or alternative cellular energy (ACE) pathway in support of cellular activities. This
pathway involves the absorption of an environmental force termed KELEA (kinetic
energy limiting electrostatic attraction). This energy is expressed as an enhanced
dynamic (kinetic) quality of the body’s fluids. The present paper considers the
possibility that KELEA may be associated with molecules and mediate most of the
energy exchanges occurring in chemical reactions. Support for the notion that KELEA
can be equated with chemical energy is provided by studies on the significantly
increased energy output of KELEA activated gasoline, when compared with nonactivated gasoline.
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Introduction
All matter is composed of atoms, many of which are combined
into molecules. Apart from water, which consists of an oxygen atom
bound separately to two hydrogen atoms, the major compounds in
living organisms are carbon containing molecules. These include
lipid hydrocarbons (carbon plus hydrogen), carbohydrates (carbon
plus hydrogen plus oxygen), proteins (carbon plus hydrogen plus
oxygen plus nitrogen) and nucleic acids (carbon plus hydrogen plus
oxygen plus nitrogen plus phosphorus). These and related groupings
of compounds are collectively referred to as organic molecules. The
remaining compounds in existence are termed inorganic molecules.
Atoms can also remain unbound. The study of chemistry includes
the process by which atoms can be switched between the bound and
unbound states. It also includes the chemical reactions by which the
atoms within a molecule or group of molecules can rearrange to yield
different molecules.
Several types of chemical bonding occur between atoms and
between molecules. i) Unbound atoms and atoms within molecules
can be electrically charged due either to having one to three greater
or lesser number of electrons, when compared with the number of
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protons. Atoms with more electrons than protons are electrically
negative, while atoms with fewer electrons than protons are positively
charged. Atoms with opposing charges can bind electro statically
in ionic bonds. ii) Different atoms can bind closer to one another
in a covalent manner, which involves the sharing (overlapping) of
electrons. Atoms with a propensity to contribute shared electrons are
termed nucleophiles, while those able to accept shared electrons are
termed electrophiles. iii) A third type of atom binding is typical of
metals and results from the external placing of pooled outer electrons
from multiple atoms. The pooled electrons act as an enveloping
electrostatic constraint on the movement of the enclosed atoms. iv)
Molecules can also loosely interact electro statically if the charge
distribution within individual atoms undergoes minor coordinated
oscillations, or if they are dipolar with regions of excess positive and
negative charges. One example is the rapid on-off binding that occurs
between dipolar water molecules in the liquid state. The covalent
bonding of oxygen with the hydrogen atoms involves sharing of the
single electrons from the two hydrogen atoms with the electrons of the
oxygen atom. This leaves each hydrogen atom with a slightly positive
charge. Conversely, the oxygen atom acquires a slight negative charge.
The opposing charges on the hydrogen and oxygen atoms of different
water molecules lead to transient, yet repetitive intermolecular
bonding. The resulting loose cohesion is referred to as hydrogen
bonding and explains why water remains liquid between 0 and 100
degrees centigrade.1 Dipolar molecules can also self-assemble to form
polymers and other aggregates.
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Chemical energy
All chemical reactions are based on the proposal that unbound
atoms or molecules lose some “free” energy when they bind with one
another.2 The energy loss is presumably directly proportional to the
tightness of the inter-atom or inter-molecule bonding. The lost energy
is regained upon separation of the atoms or molecules. Chemical
reactions can proceed without a net source of external energy if the
aggregate level of “free” energy in a set of molecules (reactants) is
greater than the aggregate level of energy in a resulting new set of
molecules (products). For some chemical reactions, the reduction in
chemical energy is expressed as heat (exothermic reactions). In many
complex chemical reactions, however, the reduction in chemical
energy in one reaction provides a source of chemical energy for
an interconnected or downstream chemical reaction, in which the
products have higher energy than the reactants. An energy stimulus is
often required to initiate chemical reactions. Typically, the triggering
energy is regained as the chemical reaction proceeds. Enzymes are
organic molecules, which facilitate interactions between specific
reactants and, thereby, trigger (catalyze) chemical reactions.3
An overall net external energy source is required for chemical
reactions in which the aggregate level of energy of the products
exceeds that of the reactants. Net energy for chemical reactions can
be provided by heat, light or, as already mentioned, by linkage to a
chemical reaction that supplies the required chemical energy.

Photosynthesis
It was assumed that the chemical energy in organic molecules was
originally derived from sunlight through the process of photosynthesis
occurring in plants and in certain bacteria.4 Sunlight acting on
chlorophyll molecules in plants results in the transfer of hydrogen
ions to one side of a lipid membrane. The hydrogen ions return
across the membrane through portals, which contain the enzyme ATP
synthase. This enzyme catalyzes the addition of a third phosphate
ion to adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to yield adenosine triphosphate
(ATP). The generated ATP is used by the enzyme rubisco to convert
water plus carbon dioxide into carbohydrate (glyceraldehyde) and
oxygen.5 (Pairs of glyceraldehyde molecules are subsequently
combined to form glucose.) Plants proceed to metabolize the glucose
in an oxygen dependent process, termed oxidative phosphorylation,
which occurs within mitochondria. In this complex process, glucose
is reconverted to carbon dioxide and water in a manner that provides
chemical energy to regenerate ATP from ADP. The ATP is then
available to produce (synthesize) additional organic molecules in
the plant, and to perform other energy-requiring cellular functions.
Animals and humans consume plant generated glucose along with
other synthesized organic molecules as food.6 The consumed food
is metabolized (converted) to carbon dioxide, water, urea and other
waste products. Food metabolism provides chemical energy to convert
ADP to ATP, which then serves as a source of chemical energy for the
animals and humans.

Does photosynthesis fully equate with available bioenergy?
A challenge with the above interpretation of life is its failure to
explain the source of energy to account for the initial formation of
lipid membranes able to partition hydrogen ions, and for the synthesis
of highly complex molecules such as chlorophyll, ATP synthase,
rubisco and the many enzymes and substrates involved in oxidative
phosphorylation.
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Another difficulty with presuming that life is solely driven by
food metabolism is the limited amounts of chemical energy in foods.
The energy in food is measured in terms of the heat generated during
its oxygen dependent combustion to carbon dioxide and water. It is
expressed as joules or Calories, with one Calorie being the energy
required to raise the temperature of a kilogram of water by one degree
centigrade. As reasoned elsewhere, a typical adult human expends
more biological energy than provided by the Calories consumed in a
typical daily diet.5
A third reason to question the exclusive role of photosynthesis in
providing all new chemical energy is the abiotic synthesis of organic
molecules. Various organic molecules have been discovered on
meteorites and other extraterrestrial bodies.6,7 An even more striking
example is the abiotic synthesis of lipids mediated by the alternative
cellular energy (ACE) pathway.

ACE pathway
The studies which led to the early description of the ACE pathway
have been described in prior publications.8–14 Essentially, a cellular
repair process was identified in cell cultures infected with stealth
adapted viruses. The cellular repair process is attributed to the
production by the infected cells of energy converting materials, which
self-assemble into extracellular particles, fibers and threads. The
cytopathic (cell damaging) effect (CPE) of the virus recurs shortly
after the tissue culture medium containing the particles is replaced
with fresh tissue culture medium. The reactivation can be prevented
by adding a few particles to the re‒feeding tissue culture medium.15
Similar intra- and extracellular particles are present in brain biopsies
of stealth adapted virus infected patients and animals.16 A striking
feature of the infected cells is the marked disruption of the cells’
mitochondria, the major source of cellular energy. It was concluded
that cellular survival was being maintained by the energy converting
particles. Since many of the particles are pigmented, they are called
alternative cellular energy (ACE) pigments. Gas chromatographMass spectroscopy (GC-MS) of ACE pigments reveals a wide range
of small aromatic and aliphatic molecules, many being unidentifiable
using established libraries of known compounds. Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy shows the incorporation of a range of
various minerals, selectively distributed as limited combinations
within different individual particles.
The energy related properties of ACE pigments include their
being electrostatic and, therefore, dipolar and self-assembling;
fluorescent under both ultraviolet (UV) and visible light, especially
when interacting with certain dyes, including neutral red; kinetic in
the sense of small particles moving in water far more than could be
accountable by Brownian motion; and occasionally ferromagnetic.
Vapor bubbles will commonly form about the larger particles when
placed into water. Relevant to the present paper is the synthesis of
abundant lipid-like materials in long-term maintained culture tubes
containing ACE pigments but no remaining viable cells. The lipids
being formed include fine particles, long narrow troughs, membranous
sheets, solid crystals, pyramids and more complex pigmented
collections, which progressively increase in size. A photograph of
complex lipid material, which formed many months after all viable
cells had disintegrated from a stealth adapted virus culture tube is
shown in (Figure 1). The lipids have only been partially characterized
by thin layer chromatography and the additional presence of terpenes
has not been excluded. Abiotic lipid synthesis also occurs in tissue
culture medium and on agar plates in which ACE pigment particles
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are placed. As published previously,17 lipid production also occurs
with ACE pigment particles present in dried perspiration of stealth
adapted virus infected patients (Figure 2).
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heightened KELEA energy fields, as established with various energy
based devices, typically with rapid on-off electrical switching. These
approaches are reviewed elsewhere.18–26

KELEA as a potential expression of chemical
energy
The nature of the free energy, which diminishes as molecules bind
with one another, is not clearly defined in chemistry textbooks. Nor is
the mechanism whereby chemical reactions are interconnected such
that allows for energy to be transferred. Given that most chemical
reactions are based on electrical attraction, it is reasonable to assume
that KELEA is involved. Separated opposing electrical charges
possess a potential electrical energy, which correlates directly with
the voltages of the charges and inversely with the square of the
distance between the charges. Potential electrical energy can convert
into kinetic energy as the opposing charges approach one another.
A similar phenomenon might be expected of the levels of KELEA
associated with separated molecules.
Figure 1 Collections of yellow-orangedeposits in a culture tube in which
stealth adapted viruses had been cultured. All viable cells had long since
disintegrated from the culture, although it did contain residual ACE pigments.
The collections formed over several months and are still apparent in tubes
maintained for over 15 years. Dark-field microscopy. Magnification ×200.

Figure 2 Formation of numerous needle shaped crystals around a patientderived ACE pigment particle placed on an agar plate. The needles formed
over several days. Dark-field microscopy. Magnification ×200.

Regarding energy transfer, one suggestion is that water comprises
micro domains.27 The water molecules in these domains are either
loosely bonded (low-density) or more tightly bonded (high-density)
bonded water molecules. The water in the low-density domains is
proposed as having more energy than the water in the high-density
domains. The energy producing phase of a chemical reaction could
lead to the formation of low-density water domains from high-density
water domains. Reconversion of the low-density water domain back
to a high-density domain could then be a source of energy for the
remaining phase of the chemical reaction. This interesting hypothesis
still does not explain abiotic synthesis, nor the mechanism whereby
molecules seemingly regain previously lost energy upon the breaking
of chemical bonds.
The postulate that KELEA is equivalent to some form of chemical
energy is attractive since it can explain both issues. The KELEA
postulate is clearly applicable to reactants in which there are opposing
electrical charges. It is known, however, that some reactive molecules
have an equal number of protons and electrons and are, therefore,
electrically neutral. Even so, the protons and electrons in the reacting
molecules would be recognizable by KELEA.

KELEA (Kinetic energy limiting electrostatic Rubisco and other oscillating chemical reactions
attraction)
ACE pigments are considered to function as an antenna for the
attraction of a natural force termed KELEA (kinetic energy limiting
electrostatic attraction).18–26 The fundamental role of KELEA is
presumed to be the prevention of fusion of electro statically attracted
opposite electrical charges. It appears that KELEA is attracted to
electrical charges, including the separated electrical charges on dipolar
molecules. Certain dipolar molecules can release KELEA to nearby
water, possibly in an oscillatory manner. The effective transmission of
KELEA to water reduces the strength of the inter-molecular bonding
between the water molecules and may also directly contribute to
the movements (kinetic activity) of the water molecules. There are
multiple ways in which water and other fluids can become activated
with KELEA. Some of these methods involve the addition to the fluids
of dipolar molecules, also called enerceuticals™. These molecules
can subsequently be removed by decanting, filtration or progressive
dilutions, as in homeopathy. Another approach is to place fluids near

Rubisco is the basic enzyme of photosynthesis and is reportedly the
most abundant protein in nature. It has an exceptionally low reaction
rate of processing only 5 molecules of carbon dioxide per second.
The reaction with carbon dioxide also shows a 20% inhibition by
oxygen molecules.28 By these criteria, it is very inefficient. At limiting
reagent concentrations, as expected in plants, rubisco has a markedly
fluctuating activity. Arguably, other naturally fluctuating biochemical
reactions may be operating as an antenna to attract KELEA and
transfer it into chemical energy.

Supporting evidence from the combustion of
KELEA activated gasoline
Various ways have been described to transfer KELEA into water.
Activation can be measured as increased kinetic activity, reduced
surface tension, increased volatility and other methods. KELEA
can also activate other fluids, including ethanol and gasoline. Even
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simple methods of gasoline activation can achieve greater than 10%
increased mileage.29 While this are minor reductions in the low
percentages of carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons formed,
the increased mileage is clearly consistent with KELEA activated
gasoline acquiring added chemical energy.

Conclusion
This paper outlines a novel concept that an energy force
termed KELEA (kinetic energy limiting electrostatic attraction)
is fundamentally involved in chemical reactions by providing an
exchangeable energy between molecules. KELEA is attracted to
the electrical charges within atoms and molecules. A proportion
of the attached energy is released as the molecules bind with one
another. Conversely, bound molecules can undergo loosening or even
dissociate from each other if provided with additional KELEA. Water
can play a major role in transferring KELEA between the molecules
involved in chemical reactions.
Reversing the membrane partitioning of opposing electrical
charges through ion channels may have initiated the primordial
synthesis of organic molecules, leading to more complex processes,
such as photosynthesis and oxidative phosphorylation. Rubisco is the
primary enzyme responsible for photosynthesis. In addition to this
activity, it may play a more basic role as an antenna for KELEA, as
may also other naturally oscillating chemical reactions.
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